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Online Supplementary Figure S1. Two filter selections of spike genes/EST. (A) Filter 1. The 54613 probe sets of the U133 2.0 plus Affymetrix microarray were ranked according to the coefficient of variation (ratio of mean to standard deviation) and to the maximum signal among patients of the HM
cohort, selecting the 9151 probe sets with a coefficient of variation and maximum signal equal or above the median value. (B) Filter 2 uses the box
plot probe set signal distribution. It selects probe sets whose signal in some patients was Q3+3*IQR, Q3 being quartile 3 of the probe set signals among
patients’ samples and IQR the interquartile range (Q3-Q1). The histograms show the number of probe sets for which the percentage of patients with a
signal Q3+3*IQR was higher or equal to a given percentage for the HM cohort. A percentage > 1% make it possible to select for 4223 probe sets for
the HM cohort. These probe sets probed for 2587 unique genes/EST of known chromosomal localization.

Online Supplementary Figure S2. Distribution of spike genes/EST in five spike categories according to their spike score. Spike probe
sets were grouped in five nearly equally sized categories (I to V according to decreasing spike scores). Each category comprises 502525 probe sets. The most spiked genes are displayed.

Online Supplementary Figure S3. MAS5 normalized signals of spike genes representative of each five spike categories. For each gene/EST, MAS5 normalized signals in patients of the HM cohort were ranked. The signals of patients in the spike group are shown as black lines, those in the non-spike
group as gray lines. Twenty spiking genes in each category were chosen. Data illustrate the high spike signals of category I genes compared to category V genes.

Online Supplementary Figure S4. Chromosomal distribution of spike genes. Data are the frequencies of spike genes
among genes located in each short or long chromosome arm. * The frequency of spike genes among genes in chromosome long arms is significantly enriched compared to that in short arms (P<10-4).

Online Supplementary Figure S5. Prognostic value of spike (sub)bands using the HM cohort of 206 patients. To look for the prognostic value of a given
spike (sub)band, a spike (sub)band signal was defined for each patient as the mean of the signals of the spike genes within this (sub)band. Using this
parameter, 55 of the 149 spike (sub)bands had prognostic value using the R package MaxStat function and multiple testing correction in the HM cohort.
The Kaplan Meier survival curves are shown for the four spike (sub)bands with the worst prognosis and the four with the best prognosis.

Online Supplementary Table S1. Clinical characteristics of patients in the HM cohort. Data
are median values and ranges for age, serum monoclonal protein, serum-β2-microglobulin
and the Salmon-Durie and International Staging System (ISS) stages. NA, not available.

Online Supplementary Table S2. SEE PDF

Online Supplementary Table S3. Genetic abnormalities of patients with spike MMSET and spike CCND1. Interphase FISH
analysis was performed on CD138-purified plasma cells for 157 to 163 patients of the HM series. Patients were separated into two groups: patients with spike MMSET/WHSC1 MM cells and patients without spike MMSET/WHSC1 MM cells
or patients with spike CCND1 MM cells and without spike CCND1 MM cells, as assayed with Affymetrix microarrays. Data
are the percentages of patients within these two groups with the biological parameters. *The percentages were different
with a c2 test (P<0.05).

Online Supplementary Table S4. Genes with a spike expression in HMCL with a translocation-associated breakpoint involving the gene-containing cytoband.

Online Supplementary Table S5. List of cancer census genes identified as spike genes in multiple myeloma.

Online Supplementary Table S6. Spike (sub)bands significantly enriched in spike genes.
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Online Supplementary Table S7. Chromosome (sub)bands
with more than ten spike genes. The 149 (sub)bands with a
significantly increased frequency of spike genes were identified using a c2 test and multiple testing corrections. Data are
for the 15 chromosome (sub)bands with at least ten spike
genes.

Online Supplementary Table S8. The maximally selected rank statistic (MaxStat) and multiple testing correction were used to evaluate the prognostic value of spike (sub)bands in the HM cohort. The proportion of patients with a spike band expression above the cutoff determined by MaxStat
algorithm is given as % of patients with high spike (sub)band expression. * indicates the 53 sub(bands) used to build an optimum spike band score
(see Figure 6).

Online Supplementary Table S9. List of the 344 spike genes associated with the 55 prognostic spike (sub)bands.
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Online Supplementary Table S10. Cox univariate and multivariate analysis of overall survival in the HM and UAMS-TT2 patients’ cohorts. The
prognostic factors were tested as single variables or multiple variables
using a Cox‐model. P values and the hazard ratios (HR) are shown. NS:
not significant at a 5% threshold; GPI: gene expression based proliferation index; ISS: International Staging System; HRS: high‐risk score; IFM:
Intergroupe Francophone du Myelome; NA: not available.

Online Supplementary Table S11. Clinical characteristics of patients in the two groups defined by spike (sub)band score. The 206
previously untreated patients of the HM cohort were treated at the university hospitals of Heidelberg and Montpellier. Patients were
separated into two groups: low‐risk (SBS≤‐104.3) and high‐risk (SBS>‐104.3) SBS groups. Data are the percentages of patients
within these two groups with the indicated clinical or biological parameters. When the percentages were different with a c2 test
(P≤0.05), data are shown in bold.

